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ABSTRACT
The transformation to normal form in a Lie-algebraic framework provides a very powerful
method for identifying and analysing non-linear behaviour and resonances in particle accelerators.
The basic ideas are presented and illustrated by a simple yet important example.
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
In this paper, we will discuss the advantages of using state-of-the-art mathematical tools, in particular
normal form methods and maps in a Lie-algebraic framework^ 1-3 ), to help us solve very complicated nonlinear behaviour in particle accelerators. Although these methods were invented about 100 years ago, they
would still have limited utility without the availability of modern computers and considerable mathematical
development^3). Two important developments are the advent of algebraic codes and differential algebra^4).
In general, this is a study of systems of differential equations of the form
x = f(x,\,t);

ieB.",A€Rm,«eR.

(1.1)

In accelerator physics, these equations become Hamilton's equations
C'=-[H,<]

(1.2)
6

where f{x,X,t) => H, ' = d/d9, t => 9, the new "time"; i € R " 4 ( = (^,Pr,z,Pz,r,pT)
G R , the
"canonical variables" and the [•,•] are the familiar Poisson brackets. The relativistic Hamiltonian, H, in
cylindrical coordinates will be used for explicitness.
H = -epAe - p { ( Ç ) 2 - m V - [pP - eA„]2 - \pz - eA,)2)^

(1.3)

where p= x + p0; po is the radius of curvature of the central or "design" trajectory, po is the total energy
of the system and e is the electronic charge. The magnetic vector potential A has the form
A=A(x,z,T;e);

AeR3.

(1.4)

Equation (1.2) could be solved by brute-force numerical integration, which works up to a point for small
systems like cyclotrons, but not for large systems. For example, the main ring of the Superconducting
Supercollider has about 10 000 magnets; the Hamiltonian has 20 000 piece-wise continuous sections! Each
particle trajectory must be integrated separately. Consequently, exploring phase space is extremely expensive
and is accompanied by loss of numerical accuracy. In particular, the symplectic condition (conservation of
phase space) for Hamiltonian systems is generally not preserved. Alternatively, we can use "state-of-the-art"
methods to simplify the problem. This is essential for large systems. A truly enormous simplification of
the problem is achieved by employing: 1) maps £/ = M(0)Ci ; 2) normal forms (reduces the problem to its
"simplest" form — isolates resonances); 3) a Lie-algebraic formulation (ensures symplecticity, minimizes the
number of terms, enhances understanding).
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2. Lie-Algebraic Maps
In the development, we use a Lie-algebraic formulation. The Poisson bracket [H, Ç] in Hamilton's equations
(1.2) satisfies all of the requirements of a Lie algebra, namely, the commutation relation
A * B = (A, B) = AB - BA

(2.1)

(A, (B, C)) + (B, (C, A)) + (C, (A, B)) = 0.

(2.2)

and the Jacobi identity

Note: This Lie algebra is neither commutative nor associative.
Traditionally, Taylor-series maps of the form Q = M(0)Ci have been employed, which when expanded
become

<T'» = ft;Cf + TijkCJNCiN + Uiiknti»<l'r&"

+ •••

(2.3)

where, in general, R, T and V have 36, 126, and 336 terms, respectively. In a Lie-algebraic representation
of M(0), we write
M = Mf,

Mj = e:':;

:f:g-[f,g]

(2.4)

where
e:/=

à

g £)i££;

: / :°= X = {identity map}.

(2.5)

n=0

The map Mj can be factored W into
Mj = M2M3M4-

= e :/2 =e :/s: e : -K..

(2.6)

where M and Mn are symplectic maps and /„ are homogeneous polynomials of degree n; Î2,fz, and / 4
contain 21,56 and 126, terms respectively (compare with (2.3)). The maps Mn are elements of the symplectic
group sp(2n, R).
3. Normal Form
The normal form is the transformation M = AMA~l such that If is in its "simplest" form; M must be
expanded about a "centre manifold" or "closed orbit" (i.e. no Hi term in the Hamiltonian, H), which implies
no Mi term in the map Jvi. The symplectic map A is an nth order canonical transformation that isolates
the tune shifts and resonances to nth order. Using the factored map, we can normalize M order-by-order to
obtain
Jf = An---A4{A3{A2MA21}A^}AV---^ûlWe proceed as follows. From the eigenvectors of the matrix representation R, of «M2!
transformation that rescales and block diagonalizes R.

Next we normalize Mz
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(3-1)
we

get a canonical

AT = A3AiRèh-

• • -A^Aâ1

= e :Gs: 7Je :S3: • • -e"* 7 ^ = ttexp {: - ( î - ^ - 1 ) C ? 3 + 9z : } .

(3.3)

A further simplification results if we expand (2 — TZ-1) and g3 in a resonance or complex basis, as follows:
/i± = x±ipx;

v± = z±ipz.

(3.4)

Hence,
{I-H~1)\n,m> =

|n,m>,

(3.5)

n+m=3

and
93=

J2 A . m | n , m >

where

| n , m > =AJ»/i™»i»^aw™a •••

(3.6)

n+m=3

and n, m,/* are vectors with components (nj, 712, • • •) etc. Substituting (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.3) and solving
for G3, we obtain
G =

(3

"7)

* Jï=3{l-°*Pli™-™)-AY

All terms in 53 can be incorporated into G3 except when n — m = 0 or (n — m ) • ft = 2irk; k = integer; i.e.,
(ni — mi)ftx + (n2 — rm)Hz i1 2irk; k = 0, ± 1 , ±2 • • •. In a similar fashion, we could proceed to find GA, etc.
A further substitution of Ix = /»+ft_, Iz = v+v-,
the action invariants— leads to
H = exp : {(/i r + H'XPT + PZP*)IX

+ (fi, + • • -)IZ + a,/* + az l] + • • •} :

(3.8)

where we have assumed no acceleration and no explicit resonances; ft are the phase advances, fi' and fi"
are the first- and second-order chromaticities and all terms proportional to In are non-linear tune shifts. If
explicit resonances occur with (n — m) • ft = lirk, k — integer, these must be added to (3.8). Finally, the
normal form has the remarkable property that
Mn=A-xtfnA

(3.9)

which also results in an enormous saving of work when applicable.
As an example, consider the Hamiltonian for the superposition of a uniform magnetic field with quadrupole
and sextupole components. The vector potential for this Hamiltonian up to 3 r d order is

A9 = -X-±A B0-~{Qxx2-rQzZ2}-^l^--xzA,
Po

Po l à

(3.10)
J

with Ap = Az = 0; Qx, Qz, Sx are the quadrupole and sextupole strength, respectively. (With a proper
choice of parameters, this Hamiltonian models all of the non-linearities of the TASCC superconducting
cyclotron magnetic field up to third order.) Because (3.10) is independent of 0, the Hamiltonian (1.3) has
the trivial solution

M(0) = e x p j - |

:H:dB'\

=4- M(6) = e~e:H-

(3.11)

which can be factored (with some work) into the form of (2.6). Because we are neglecting acceleration, the
energy of each particle is conserved and we define pT = (EQ — E)/Eo, where E is the particle energy and EQ
the energy of the central trajectory. If we factor (3.11), we find that f3 contains 19 complicated terms.
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If we carry out the normalization procedure described above and there are no explicit resonances, the
normal form contains 02 = fixh+h„ + fixv+v~, the "rotation matrix R" and
(1 - 1/,) , .
k2
+irSr-~h+h-pt
"xP

, (!-»/,)

-

kxk
irS
v x-~-v+v-pt
xP

- t - ^ l ^ p f ^ ^ ^ p ?

(3.12)

which contains 4 chromaiicHy terms proportional to pT and two time-of-flight aberration terms proportional
to p3., a substantial simplification. Furthermore, these are the terms that could potentially cause us trouble.
We see from (3.12) that if vx = vz = 1 => fix = fiz = 2ir (that is, we make the system resonant!), then 2
terms disappear and we are left with the terms proportional to Sx. If the remaining chromaiicHy terms can
be removed (which they can), then Tti = 7^2 = 1 ox Hx. = J . Hence
M = {AZ 1A31/fA2M

=le-xp*:

!!

(3.13)

Eq. (3.13) tells us that under these circumstances, all of the non-linearities, except the one proportional to
p%, annihilate each other up to 3 r d order in the map! Although one would never want to make the whole
accelerator resonant in this way, parts of it can be made so to great advantage.
4. Conclusions
In the design and analysis of particle accelerators, we can achieve truly enormous savings in time and effort
by:
1. using maps,
2. transforming to norma/ form to study iune-shifis and resonances, and
3. using the Lie~algebraic framework which enhances insight and understanding.
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